R algorithms for the calculation of markers to be used in the construction of predictive and interpolative biplot axes in routine multivariate analyses.
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Multivariate analyses are used to search for the main data structures of data sets, and whenever possible provide the means to display those structures as graphs. However, for inexperienced users of statistics, such outputs are sometimes difficult to interpret. Predictive biplots$^1$ can be used to carry out interpretations in relation to initial values and variables instead of latent variables, without losing the benefits of the multivariate modulation. Once multivariate graphs are produced and printed, the interpolative biplots$^1$ can be used in routine laboratory practice to position new samples in the graph.

To achieve the objectives of biplots, one biplot axis for each initial variable must be drawn in the graphs. First one decides on convenient scale values and calculate the coordinates of each scale value in the multidimensional subspaces; then, one marker is drawn in the graphs to indicate the position of the scale value; afterwards, all scale values are linked together by a straight line to represent the variable’s axis, all markers are labelled with the original scale values, and the axis is also labelled to identify the variable in question.

Biplots can be used with advantage in the solution of many multivariate problems$^2$ and also in complex situations where different multivariate techniques are coupled together$^3$.

This paper presents complete algorithms in R, adapted from our algorithms initially written in Genstat 5.3.1, to carry out principal components and canonical variate analyses, and produce the markers for predictive and interpolative biplots, exemplified by applications to real laboratory data. The graphical outputs are still being studied in order to obtain interactive ways of adding/deleting biplot axis to achieve the final biplot representations.

Fig. 1: Predictive biplot

Fig. 2: Interpolative biplot
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